eco2

Encapsulating Cleaner with Oxygen

The ECO2 Carpet Cleaner from Multi-Clean is a low moisture system that encapsulates soil for easy
removal and leaving no residual. Hydrogen peroxide supplies oxygen (O2) to help destroy odors and power
out soils, leaving carpets looking and smelling clean.

The Benefits

Encapsulation of Soils: Clean Carpets Stay Clean
Longer - Encapsulation technology uses a crystalline
polymer that surrounds soils and detergent residues.
When carpet is dry, the brittle polymer fractures,
creating particles that are easy to vacuum, leaving
carpets virtually free of contaminates.
Low Moisture: Dramatically Reduce Downtime Return carpets to service is as little as one hour. Use
one of the equipment options below to work ECO2
into the carpet.
Equipment Options:
Best: Orbital floor machine with striped bonnet.
Very Good: Counter-rotating cylindrical brush machine
with nylon brushes.
Good: Low speed floor machine with striped bonnet.
Fresh Carpets: Oxygen Attacks Stains and Freshens
Carpets - Odor causing bacteria, mold and mildew,
can proliferate in carpets under the right conditions,
causing malodors. The oxygen in ECO2 allows for color
safe bleaching of stains and ability to destroy odors in
carpet leaving it look and smell clean.

Directions

Encapsulate Soil and Vacuum Away
Properties

1. Vacuum carpet thoroughly.
2. Mix ECO2 with water in a pump up sprayer.
3. Apply solution to an area of carpet about 400 sq.ft.
4. Allow to stand 1-5 minutes, then agitate. Allow
carpet to dry 30-60 minutes before opening to traffic.
5. Vacuum floor as time permits.

Learn More........at www.multi-clean.com

Training materials: Multi-Clean Method
Bulletin 1401, “Carpet Care” provides
detailed carpet care procedures.

Appearance............................................. white, milky
Fragrance................................................ mild citrus
pH............................................................ 4-6
Polymer................................................... acrylic
% Hydrogen peroxide.............................. 3-4%
Diluton Rate............................................. Normal: 1:32 (4 oz/gal.)
Heavy: 1:10 (12 oz/gal.)
Coverage................................................. 11,000 sq. ft/gal (conc.)
Shelf Life................................................. 12 months under
normal conditions
VOC Compliant - VOC Free

This product meets the
Carpet and Rug Institutes seal of approval.
Packaging
Packaging
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4x1 gallon case
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